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Then Communist Indonesia, inheritor of natural advantages superior to those that once threatened all South-east Asia, is causing qualms in Australasia no less than in Malaysia. The Times already seemed to reflect this uneasiness for the future when it commented in an editorial on the occasion of the handing over of West New Guinea to Indonesian control (ist May, 1963): "It is as well to remember, when considering Indonesia, how wide a stretch this is. From Donegal to Isfahan would about do it. With the attainment of the long sought national ambition Indonesia has cast off the last colonial burden. And now, some at least of its hundred millions may be asking, where do we go from here?" A few days later the same journal reported that Dr. Sukarno was suggesting that the Indian Ocean be renamed the Indonesian Ocean.... Yet the danger is not one-sided. The more frequently the West broadcasts its "One World" mirage, or advances its "One True God" hypothesis, as a panacea for consumption by all and sundry, just so often are these likely to be interpreted as a Western desire for cosmic domination, neo-imperialism that is to say. But let us return to our serene contemplation of the past that cannot hurt us - perhaps faintly more conscious that it would be unwise to regard it as of purely academic interest. While the peaceful development and magnificent flowering of our two Empires were in full swing, strong hostile forces were nevertheless building up beyond the frontiers, poised to take advantage of any favourable circumstance. In fact the utmost efforts would be called for from the respective preservers, Marcus Aurelius and Jayavarman VII Since there is nothing to choose between the efficiency with which each fulfilled his function, it is only the circumstance that the Roman is the more widely known that leads me to deal with him first. Marcus Aurelius (16i-i8o), simple and devout, would himself have desired nothing more than to have continued the long period of unbroken quiet that had followed the skilful government of Hadrian. But his fate called upon him to save the Empire from the most serious and audacious attack that any emperor had had to stem. Taking advantage of the fact that part of the army of the Danube had been withdrawn for war in Parthia, the barbarian Marcomanni, helped by the Vandals and others, broke through the Roman lines and overran Dacia, with the object of winning homes in the south. To make matters worse the troops hurriedly recalled from the east brought with them a terrible plague. "A Roman army of nearly zo,ooo men was borne down by numbers, and the enemy pressed through the Julian Alps into the north of Italy. They besieged Aquileia at the end of the Alpine roads, stormed and burnt Opitergiurn and spread terror as far as Verona. Rome trembled before this new Cimbric: invasion.... Parthia or even Mesopotamia might be thought too distant from the heart of the empire to be permanently subject to the will of Rome, which had never failed at the decisive moment to stay any attacks they might launch. But now it was the vital front that must be held: if that collapsed, it meant danger, panic, ruin for Italy.” It is important thus to stress the extent of the danger. However we need not concern ourselves with the details of Marcus' far-reaching defensive measures, followed by the immensely powerful counter-offensive that he subsequently launched. After twelve years of desperate campaigning he was rewarded with complete victory. Complete, that is to say, so far as crushing the resistance of the northern barbarians; but through his death in 18o the emperor was denied the opportunity to finish the task by organizing the northern frontier so as to give Italy the protection of a broad band of firmly held territory. Nevertheless Italy and the Empire had been preserved, there was undimmed hope for the continuation of the Golden Age, and everywhere his son Commodus, the new emperor, was welcomed with acclamation.
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Simple, frugal and unassuming of everything savouring of divinity, Marcus Aurelius was devoted to his practical duty to Rome, and so gave his full support to the State religion, which he encouraged especially in times of public distress. True his mind was primarily that of an aloof philosopher, virtually the last of the Stoics, and he was perhaps almost a saint. But we had better leave aside any attempt to analyse his complex personality, as revealed in his Meditations, except in so far as this concerns his practical historical role of imperial preservation. Stoic pantheism was familiar with the macrocosm-microcosm analogy, so it is not surprising that the conception of maintaining the world in harmony with the supposed divine order of the cosmos, to which I have already made allusion, had an appeal for Marcus. But it was for the Romans, as for the Khmers, a secondary and an alien conception. Now that barbarians were no longer willing to become "Roman", except as a means towards winning freedom from Rome, the conception was an idea productive of conflict, and may well have been responsible for much of the mental conflict that made the inner life of Marcus so tragic. His efforts to compose all opposing tendencies in the vast Empire lacked the deeply felt spontaneity which had enabled the State religion proper to work such wonders for Rome and Italy. "His idea of the harmony of the world was intellectual alone, for it rested on a culture that was international: it was the desire for a formula to resolve the confusion of an international Empire. His creative action was ever haunted by doubts. His belief was sprung from culture, not of the soul."' The cosmic analogy that in Hadrian's time had so obviously been made to coincide with actuality, must for Marcus have taken on very much the appearance of an elusive ideal. In his internal policy Marcus Aurelius was concerned to care for the established rights of all. This entailed the endeavour to manage the State finances economically, and he often sacrificed his own possessions to reduce taxation. So far as building went, he concentrated on necessary reconstruction in the provinces. Rome being well provided with magnificent temples and palaces, he did not have to consider expenditure in that direction. He concerned himself much with the improvement of roads, both for defensive purposes and to encourage trade: that wonderful system of highway communication that had been a basic feature of the Roman administration since the third century B.C. Marcus had the good of the populace at heart in all that he did. His largesses compared with those of any other emperor, both in money and food, and he made provision throughout the Empire to alleviate the sufferings brought by the plague. In 177 he gave games of various kinds to celebrate his victories. The entertainments included the baiting of wild animals but, hating bloodshed, he made the gladiators fight with blunted swords. What the victories that achieved the preservation of the Roman State meant to the Romans is admirably expressed in the Column of Marcus Aurelius: it deeply embodies the spirit of the times, although perforce the column could not actually be carved and erected until the quieter days of the next reign. In the time of Augustus, on his splendid altar the Ara Pacis, it is true that we see the princeps taking part in a stately procession with his family. But this realistic development had to share the available space with mythological panels, a relic of the Greek acculturation which in earlier times would have entirely dominated a work in bas-relief. For the Romans the object of art was not to express ideas or to achieve beauty: it was to commemorate action. Trajan's Column, commemorating his Dacian victories, had hitherto represented the highest expression of such art, though it is noticeable that the execution of the reliefs here loses something of its Roman spirit under the influence of the new classicism that was to be so cultivated by Hadrian. But the tradition, already no doubt long established by means of painted scrolls, is there and provides a pattern for the future: such typical scenes as addresses to the troops, sacrifice, http://amekhmer.free.fr 2001-2005
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matches, battles and submission of the conquered. Since Trajan's relics were enshrined in the base of his column, which was crowned by his statue, one might say that it was so closely associated with him and his past deeds, which continued to benefit the State, that it formed his substitute body. Such basic ideas may not have been altogether forgotten by the Romans of that day. Now the differences between the Column of Marcus Aurelius and the earlier one of Trajan are clearly due to a further development in the light of local genius. This was no doubt instigated by the emotional reaction to Roman victories gained in the life and death struggle that is here commemorated. "On the Column of Marcus some essentially new and peculiar elements, unknown to Flavian or Trajanic art, are apparent. In place of broad presentation there is a concentration of action, Roman pride of conquest, helpless barbarian submission, the solemn representation of the Emperor himself are strongly stressed, and a transcendental element comes into the scene depicting the Miracle. The Italic centralizing method of composing single scenes and the unclassical repetition of identical figures, like those of marching legionaries, are employed to intensify effect. Lines and alternations of light and shadow heighten the expressive character of the whole work, the merit and artistic significance of which has for long been underrated. It is no transition, but rather a prelude to the last phase of ancient art. Its roots are struck deeper in the spiritual heritage of Rome than those of Trajan's Column, and yet it points towards the art of the future.” It will be convenient here to say something of the Roman imperial portrait sculpture, which shows some interesting points for comparison later in this chapter with developments in Kambuja. We are accustomed to think of Roman portraiture as essentially realistic; but this supposition requires modification where it concerns imperial portraiture. It would appear that the Romans, while incapable of expressing in art their own idea of a god, did produce their ideal sculpture of an emperor and this acquired the character of a religious art. This is incidentally in consonance with my treatment of a princeps as being rimarily an agent. Augustus to begin with provides an emperor type, to which the image of Tiberius, though he was no blood relation of his, is so closely assimilated that it is sometimes difficult to know which is intended. But the assimilation had already occurred in the case of Augustus' friend and minister Agrippa, so that "it has been well remarked that one or two 'Agrippas' only save their identify by the evidence of inscriptions, and might otherwise pass for indifferent effigies of Augustus".' Such assimilation and repetition became common, but where an emperor's features had a strong individuality, as in the case of Claudius, any assimilation was subordinated. In this formation of an emperor-type, it is naturally the Greek, rather than the realistic Roman, element that is uppermost, just the opposite from what was the case with the contemporary portraiture of the petite bourgeoisie. This classical element in the imperial portraiture was much accentuated in the time of Hadrian, with his classical interests. The portrait sculpture of Marcus Aurelius not unnaturally carries on the same traditional style. At first sight it may seem more surprising that when we come to the portrait of Septimius Severus "it does not present the military usurper with African blood in his veins, but rather the son, fictitious though the adoption was, of Marcus Aurelius and brother of Commodus. We can, indeed, recognize individual traits, but they are subordinated to the traditional impression"., This was in keeping with the enhanced conception of the divinity of the emperor, which came about after the reign of Marcus, and was especially encouraged by emperors who showed a strong preference for classical styles, notably Gallienus. But in the long run this could not stand against the Roman liking for realism. As early as the reign of Severus Alexander 222-235) 5) the Roman genius had strengthened to such an extent as to give his royal protrait a far more individual character than ever before. Despite http://amekhmer.free.fr 2001-2005
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subsequent lapses, it foreshadowed the portrait sculpture of Constantine with its essentially Italic characteristics: this would be suited to commemorate even the most notable rulers who no longer aspired to be considered divine. The Khmer Golden Age was rudely shaken not long after the death of Suryavarman 11, and a swift change of scene makes it evident that but for the timely appearance of a _preserver, in the person of jayavarman VII, the days of Kambuja's grandeur would have been ended. Apparently the changed situation was brought about by the fortuitous circumstance that adventurers eager for gain seized the throne simultaneously both in Kambuja and Champa. But in fact the hatred between the two States had reached such a pitch that only a spark was needed to kindle the decisive conflagration. Land fighting broke out, and this proved far from decisive, despite the fact that a Chinese officer shipwrecked on the Cham coast had given instruction in the art of using bows on horseback, a great innovation as compared with the usual elephant warfare. Then in 1177 this same Chinese officer hit upon the novel idea of a surprise attack by sea. He piloted the Cham fleet down the coast and into the Mekong delta, a bold escapade never previously attempted. "The Cham king suddenly assailed the capital of Kambuja with a powerful fleet, pillaged it and put the king to death, without listening to any proposal of peace." (Ma Tuan-lin.) The wooden palisades, all that had been thought necessary, were easily destroyed. The timber palaces and dwellings at Angkor were burned; many temples with their gilded domes and golden images were looted, though the stone temples were probably only superficially damaged. For several years chaos reigned. This spread throughout the Empire, with fihting in distant provinces between different sections of the population, based on ancient rivalries. However, the will to survive gradually reasserted itself among the Khmers and found expression in the emergence of a national hero. Jayavarman, a young prince of the old royal house, who on his mother's side could trace his descent from the earliest rulers of Chen-la, was to be his people's saviour, but during the first years of chaos he perforce had to lie low. Then, following a period of which it is not surprising that we have little information, he raised a force and defeated the Chams in the famous naval battle that is commemorated on the bas-reliefs of the Bayon temple-mountain. Thus it fell to his lot to "draw the earth out of the sea of misfortune into which it was plunged"; and having brought internal peace to Kambuja he was crowned as Jayavarman VII Inscriptions tell us something of his decisive defeat of Champa and his subsequent consecration. "In a combat ... having conquered this king whose warriors were as an ocean without limits, and having received the royal anointment, he possessed by the conquest of Vijaya and other countries, the purified earth which could be called his house." He seems to have shown bold personal leadership, though it is not certain that the enemy referred to in the following assage was the Cham king: "H. M. Jayav. Founding himself on the law, killed in combat the enemy chief with a hundred million arrows to protect the earth." Jayavarman was about fifty years of age when he defeated the Chams, but he was to enjoy a reign of at least thirty-five years (118i-c. 1215) Though, as we shall see, he was a good administrator and, a Public benefactor, it was as a warrior that he was to mat e his greatest contribution to the Khmer Empire. It was not lost upon him that it was insufficient to have driven out the Cham invaders: he realized that so long as there existed a strong and prosperous Champa, which had learnt to make naval as well as military attacks on Kambuj a, so long could there be no safety for his country. So to Jayavarman VII fell the great task that should have been undertaken centuries earlier: the capture of the Charn capital and the subjugation of the country. To this end he made long and secret preparations. He first despatched an embassy to the king of Annam in order to secure his http://amekhmer.free.fr 2001-2005
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neutrality, and then he took the opportunity offered by an act of aggression on the part of the Charn ruler. The Chinese historian Ma Tuan-lin recorded the subsequent results as follows: "The king of Kambuja descended, in his turn, on Champa at the head of a large army, exterminated the inhabitants, seized the king in his palace, led him into captivity after having killed his councillors and ministers, and put an officer of Kambuja on the throne of Champa." That was not quite final, for there was revolt and subsequent reconquest. But by 1199 Champa had been definitely reduced to the status of a province of the Khmer Empire. Nor is that all. There is good reason to suppose that Jayavarman extended certainly his influence, and probably the area of his empire, considerably to the southwest and west in addition. The actual territorial accretion may have been confined to some small states in the Malay Peninsula; and perhaps the Môn peopled region of Pegu in Burma. Some Chinese authors insist that Pagan, the capital of Burma, was a dependency of Kambuja at this time. The truth is more likely to be that, fearing invasion, the Burmese king was induced to pay tribute to the Khmer emperor. There is no doubt that it was in this reign that the Empire reached its fullest extent. Summing up his opinion of the importance of Jayavarman's reign, the distinguished historian of South-east Asia, George Coedès who devoted a special study to this ruler, wrote in 1935: "This king, of whom scarcely more than the name was known in 1900 goo, is now considered as the greatest sovereign of Cambodia, he who enlarged his country up to its extreme limits, incorporating therein for a time the kingdom of Champa, and covered his capital and his states with the most prodigious ensemble of monuments which monarch has ever conceived."' It now behoves us to consider this "prodigeous ensemble of monuments". For jayavarman on his accession immediately initiated a feverish programme of building such as had never before been attempted in Kambuj a. It is not surprising that he should have quickly set about the replacement of the wooden palisades, that had proved so useless, by strong walls; but the magnificence of the gateways and avenues of approach immediately indicates the grand scale on which he was planning. The walls themselves of Angkor Thom jayavarman's city, were seven or eight metres high: and some 3-3 kilometres square. In his description Briggs makes a comparison which is certainly apposite in our present study: "The city and its environs must have had a considerable population. It was more spacious than any of the mediaeval walled cities of Europe and could easily have contained the Rome of Nero's day. And, at that, it is believed that the enclosure was simply a religious, administrative, and aristocratic centre, where livedl clustered around the palace and the principal temple, the civil and military functionaries, the priesthood, the rich families and the army; while the markets and the homes of the masses were in suburbs along the Barays, or large artificial lakes, to the east and west of the walled city, and along the banks of the Siem-reap river, even to the mouth.” The principal temple, that is to say the great templemountain of the Bayon, is the chief of a series of imposing temples built by Jayavarman, all of which show signs of the haste and lack of care with which they were constructed. The Bayon itself, perhaps the most remarkable and certainly the most distinctive of all Khmer buildings, has more than fifty towers each carved with the four faces of Avalokitesvara, the Bodhisattva who "faces in all directions". For Jayavarman accepted Mahayana Buddhism in a late form in which it could be readily adapted to the tenets of the Khmer royal religion. His adoption of the Mahayana, as well as the depredations that had been suffered by the buildings of Angkor, is adequate reason, for a man of his religious temperament, to undertake such a programme. Moreover, when we recall how the founder of the Khmer Empire had emphasized the http://amekhmer.free.fr 2001-2005
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establishment of the Deparaja cult as a means of ensuring the independence of the realm, we may conclude that Jayavarman VII, who had been called upon to preserve it, would have supposed that even the most lavish programme of temple construction was an undertaking of great practical importance. The Bayon may lack the balance and supreme dignity, which, together with the singularly happy innovation of curvilinear towers, make Angkor Wat in western eyes the supreme architectural achievement of the Khmers; but it is nevertheless a work of great originality and represents the highest expression of Khmer local genius in architecture prior to the cessation of all major building effort. There is still a powerful cosmic symbolism, designed to foster a divine harmony, but the huge pyramid-shrine more essentially embodies the continued development of the Khmer cult of the Royal God. The galleries of bas-reliefs commemorating the recent campaigns that saved the Empire are a very notable feature of the Bayon that almost compels comparison with the corresponding Roman development. At any rate when in Rome I do not think I have ever felt more acutely that I was in touch with something akin to the Khmer spirit than when contemplating the reliefs of the Column of Trajan, or of that of Marcus Aurelius. Now in the vast series of Khmer reliefs, often in two or three superimposed registers, we have a realization of the same commemorative narrative work that we have on the Roman monuments; and they are the product of the same emotional stress of life-and-death struggle, ending in victory. In the case of Trajan's Column, at any rate, one knows that the royal relics were enshrined in it; so when the eye travels up to the lofty summit on which stood the Roman emperor's portraitstatue, one who also knows the Bayon can hardly fail to think of its four-faced towers, with their portraits of the divine monarch, whose relics were to be enshrined in the pyramid below, disseminating his protective and fertility-giving power throughout the Empire. The grand underlying conception seems to have been the same, in whatever degree it was appreciated by the educated and the uneducated in each land. The bas-reliefs of the Bayon, representing the great naval and land battles against the Chams, illustrate scenes very similar to those shown on the Roman columns: details of fighting, marches and enemy submissions. And there is always the same stress on intense action. Again, with the Khmers this narrative type of basrelief reaches in the Bayon the culmination of tan evolution which very closely parallels that of the Romans. It had been preceded by the reliefs of Angkor Wat, which are mainly mythological representations of the Indian epics, the only exception being the royal proession in the so-called historical gallery. This then marks a similar stage of development to that of the Ara Pacis of Augustus. Before that, as in the Baphuon, corresponding to earlier Roman conceptions, bas-relief was limited to depicting mythological scenes, and confined to small panels not suited for narrative exposition. In both cases much of the technique of carving the figures and scenes has been learnt from Greek or Indian sources, but it is the Romans and Khmers themselves who have developed a graphic commemorative art of continuous bistorical narration, quite foreign to Greek or Indian conceptions. Mention of the four-faced towers of the Bayon, leads us to a consideration of Khmer portrait-sculpture in general, which came to its maximum development in the reign of jayavarman VII This is partly due to the fact that by this time the demand for such art was by no means confined to the rulers, owing to the extension of the royal religion to princes, royal relatives and ministers, whose statues were installed in separate sanctuary towers or in the subsidiary shrines of the great temple-mountains. To a certain extent we can trace a corresponding extension in Rome, as in the divinity accorded to Livia or to Antinous.
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That the Khmers had been capable of realistic sculpture from a very early time is evidenced by a number of terracotta heads found at Angkor Borei, as well as similar products of popular art made by the contemporary Môn of related cultural background. But they were specialized in types rather than in individual portraits, as we also find to be the case in Italic and Hellenistic terracottas. This style reappears in the later Khmer basreliefs. But, in view of the more extreme divinization of the Khmer than of the Roman emperors, at least during the earlier principate, it is not to be expected that a realistic representation of a Khmer ruler could have been tolerated. As a general rule, at least, it may be said that the images representing the Khmer monarchs were strictly-speaking effigies, rather than true portraits: they were indistinguishable from the particular deity with whom the ruler was united, and only the inscriptions which usually accompany them enable us to be sure who is intended. So there was a Khmer "emperor type" just as there was a Roman "emperor type". What is more it tended to stress Indian features after the renewed contact with postGupta art which took place after Suryavarman I had extended the Khmer power over the Môn country of the Menam valley, only to return to a pronouncedly local cast of features in the reign we are now considering. This parallels the tendency of the Roman imperial sculpture to favour a markedly Greek countenance during "classicizing" periods. In fact it would probably be possible to trace a rhythm in the whole evolution of Roman art, comparable to what I have elsewhere shown to have existed in Khmer art: periods during which some foreign influence, not necessarily Greek or Indian during later periods, is absorbed, alternating with periods during which the foreign influence is moulded in terms of local genius and the evolution pursues its distinctive course. But, to come to the final point of comparison I wish to make between Khmer and Roman portrait sculpture, there is no reasonable doubt that a Khmer emperor of outstanding individuality of features was realistically portrayed. This statement applies particularly to Jayavarman VII, of whom it is believed that at least two real portrait statues exist, survivors probably of those which were distributed for local worship in the provincial centres. There is also good reason to believe that a statue of Jayavarman's first queen realistically portrays her features. On the Bayon bas-reliefs we are fortunate in having many scenes depicting everyday life. Jayavarman had built the great terrace of elephants, some three hundred yards long, as an immense tribune from which to watch the games and entertainments on the Grand Plaza, which were not for his own enjoyment only but for that of the whole Angkorian populace. In one scene on the Bayon reliefs, Jayavarman is shown watching a public festival from his pavilion, surrounded by his courtiers. In front are seen fencers (or gladiators?), a tight-rope walker, two orchestras, an acrobat supporting a pyramid of children, and a juggler lying on his back and turning a wheel with his feet. On such occasions the emperor sometimes brought out his court dancers to entertain the people. There were sword swallowers and boxers also, cock-fights and boar-fights, story-tellers who recounted the Indian epics or told of the great Khmer victories, and finally there were popular dances. Truly the Khmer rulers understood the art of keeping the people amused as well as did their Roman counterparts. Nor was Jayavarman parsimonious in the bestowal of largesse: inscriptions speak of his distribution of vast amounts of grain and gold. Jayavarman cared for the welfare of his people in sickness as in health. A widespread public health service was established by him with no less than 102 hospitals scattered throughout the Empire. The foundation steles of a number of these have been discovered, and after an invocation to those Bodhisattvas who were specially concerned with healing the sick, there follows a eulogy of Jayavarman, containing the stanza: "He suffered from
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the maladies of his subjects more than from his own; for it is the public grief which makes the grief of kings, and not their own grief.” Jayavarman is usually credited with having provided the Khmer Empire with its highly developed road-system, worthy to be compared with that of the Romans: "He covered Cambodia with a series of roads, raised above flood level, provided with ornamental bridges over all the rivers, lined with stopping places every fifteen kilometres."I To a certain extent, however, his work, like that of Marcus Aurelius, was one of improvement: some of the most important arteries were probably constructed a century earlier. These paved Khmer roads, often still traceable in parts, ran on embankments sometimes as much as twenty feet above the plain and some twenty feet wide, thus comparing favourably with many famous Roman roads. One of the most remarkable Khmer bridges, at Spean Ta Ong, is eighty yards long, bordered by serpent balustrades, and supported on fourteen piles, the roadway being forty feet wide. It seems that two main roads left Angkor towards the cast, and two to the west. A road which left the north gate of Angkor passed through the Dangrek Mountains to Phimai in eastern Siam, a distance Of 140 miles. The upper road to the east ran to the capital of Champa (Vijaya), quite 465 miles away, while the lower road to the east, from the south gate of Angkor, followed a circular route of about 58o miles before returning to Angkor. The resthouses for pilgrims were of stone, usually placed about fifteen kilometres apart. In addition, it must be remembered that for much of the country the well-developed canal system was an equally important means of communication. The personality of jayavarman, part mystic, part man of forthright action, was doubtless complex; for was he not, like Marcus Aurelius, a product of times of stress, the conflicting currents of which it had been his task to harmonize. It is surely due to a partial view, and a failure to understand his motives, that some have seen Jayavarman's apparently frenzied building activity as a megalomania. Its true character emerges when it is considered in relation to the other facets of his work mentioned above, all of them directed to the good of the State. The construction of the great temples constituted in Jayavarman's eyes an essential means of maintaining through the co-operation of the gods the security and prosperity which his victories had won. They were founded not on the basis of his personal whim but on the faith of the nation. So long as the Empire remained at its maximum territorial extent, the revenues of the villages, dedicated to the upkeep of the temples and monasteries, placed no undue strain on the State's finances. So charges of extravagance and oppression in these time are anachronistic, just as are those which have been levelled at the Egyptian pyramidbuilders. There happens to be evidence that neither rich nor poor Egyptians felt imposed upon. The ideal of a marvellously integrated society "was as nearly realized when the pyramids were built, as any ideal social form can be translated into actuality; and it remained continuously before the eyes of rulers and people during subsequent centuries.... It represents a harmony between man and the divine which is beyond our boldest dreams, since it was maintained by divine power which had taken charge of the affairs of man in the person of Pharaoh. Society moved in unison with nature. justice, which was the social aspect of the cosmic order, pervaded the commonwealth.” Through the media of Jayavarman and Marcus Aurelius the Khmers and the Romans had preserved their Golden Age. But, unlike the ancient Egyptians, they were not to be permitted to enjoy indefinitely the harmonious equilibrium that their preservers had made such efforts to secure.
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CHAPTER VI DECLINE AND FALL LE short of a thousand years separate those shattering blows to their particular worlds, the final sack of Rome (A.D. 45 5) and the fall of Angkor (A.D. 143 1). The period of decline had previously occupied some two and a half centuries in each case; and the changes of the third, fourth and fifth centuries are significantly paralleled by those of the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth centuries respectively. Taking advantage of these useful, though quite fortuitous, mnemonics, I shall begin by comparing the occurrences which led up to that fateful event in the history of both empires: the conversion of the rulers to a newly introduced personal religion, Christianity or Hinayana Buddhism. This took place in the earlier part of the fourth century at Rome, in the earlier part of the fourteenth at Angkor. It would give a misleading impression of the condition of the Roman Empire during the third century to judge it on the basis that no territory except Dacia was actually lost. At first Septimius Severus, the African soldier-emperor, not only kept the frontiers intact but also maintained internal order. However, after his death in 211, matters began to deteriorate. Disputed successions again became the fashion. While rival generals fought for the throne, barbarians, particularly the Goths, perpetrated destructive raids from the north, and on the east the Parthians seemed about to take possession of the eastern provinces. At the same time the frontier legions, left to their own devices to repel the enemy, took the law into their hands by setting up local rulers of their choice. It was the work of Aurelian (270-z75) and his immediate successors restore unity and order throughout the Empire. “Although any serious loss of territory had been avoided, the storms of the third century had told with fatal effect upon the general condition of the empire. The 'Roman peace' had vanished; not only the frontier territories, but the central districts of Greece, Asia Minor and even Italy itself had suffered from the ravages of war, and the fortification of Rome by Aurelian was a significant testimony to the altered condition of affairs. War, plague, and famine had thinned the population and crippled the resources of the provinces. On all sides land was running waste, cities and towns were decaying, and commerce was paralysed. Only with the greatest difficulty were sufficient funds squeezed from the exhausted tax-payers to meet the increasing cost of the defence of the frontiers. The old established culture and civilization of the Mediterranean world rapidly declined, and the mixture of barbaric rudeness with Oriental pomp and luxury which marked the court even of the best emperors, such as Aurelian, was typical of the general deterioration.” This does not mean that even the usurpers were showing any less respect for the imperium than had the rulers who during the last century had come to the throne by more regular means. Septimius Severus, who had wrung a reluctant recognition from the Senate after two civil wars, was careful to make u a fictitious genealogy purporting to show that he wasp the adppted son of Marcus Aurelius. And how very reminiscent of Khmer conceptions was the popular Roman view that, however transparent the fiction might be, -it would have all the effect of a valid act, if made by a man who was emperor and pontifex maximus. The art of the period reflects the prevailing political and economic trends. Portraiture and the bas-relief sculpture of sarcophagi mirror the desire to abandon the depiction of restless activity in favour of philosophical calm. The economic decline militated against much building, so there is little to be said of the architecture. Severus continued the art traditions http://amekhmer.free.fr 2001-2005
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of Marcus Aurelius, not only in his fine arch in the Roman forum, which featured descriptive reliefs of popular art, but also at his birthplace of Leptis Magna in Tripoli. Here there can be no question of local influence: the reliefs show certain modifications, such as expressionism, central composition and frontality, which it is now recognized have grown up as a result of the Italian spirit, at least where portraiture was not concerned, being no longer masked by Greek influence.' Though many of the third-century emperors were in origin only military adventurers proclaimed by the army, they were often good administrators who zealously attended to their duties. Usually only a brief span was allotted to each, before he met his death by the sword. Yet the soldier-emperors generally did their best to preserve the State, and fearlessly undertook tasks that were beyond normal human capacity. Severna' preoccupation with his adopted ancestors shows a desire to Let some of their reflected divine glory; it also indicates a wish to establish a dynastic succession. So it became the practice of the. emperor to give his son the title of "caesar", amounting to crown prince. We have seen that the power of the first princeps was founded partly on his political supremacy, partly on a supernatural factor; from the time of Severus it is the latter factor that becomes ever more prominent, so that by the time of Aurelian we have the purely divine "god Aurelian". Finally the assumption by Diocletian of the name jovius was a defensive mechanism desi ned to protect the imperial position against the inroads of Christianity. Thus, from a degree of divinity somewhat less than that of the Khmer emperor, we now come to a degree of Roman emperor-worship that decidedly surpasses it. So long as the emperor's absolute will remained identified with the good of the State, we can only see in this third-century development a stren th i of the institution for which the times undoubtedly calle We should not attach too much importance to this vague borderland between the divine and semi-divine, which has so often been crossed and recrossed since the days of the Sumerians. The State religion was still too firmly established both in official and in private life to be disturbed by any attempt on the part of an individual, however highly placed, to introduce a new cult - that could only be done by a far-reaching change in the public conscience. Such an attempt was in fact made by the peculiar emperor Elagabalus (218-zz2), of Syrian origin, who tried to introduce Syrian baal-worship. He was himself to be the high priest, and his baal was to be head of the Roman pantheon. The result was that his attempt provoked a strong reaction in favour of traditional religion, and led to the execration of his memory. Even where, as was now by no means uncommon, an emperor of extraItalian origin could claim little personal acquaintance with Roman forms, there were not wanting influential elements ready to take it. upon themselves to see that he supported the State religion. Thus it was that the Danubian troops felt themselves particularly called upon to act as custodians of the Roman virtus. 'However the Illyrian emperors certainly stood for the Roman tradition, and Diocletian's main policy, which we are about to consider, was thoroughly Roman. As is to be expected, by this time classical Greek culture came only very exceptionally to the fore. The reign of Gallienus (260-268) stands out in this respect; just when things were at their most chaotic he surrounded himself with Greek men of letters and sighed for the great days of Athens. But no halt in the decline could be sought in that direction. So we come to the reforms of Diocletian who reigned from z84 to 305. These reforms were intended to complete administratively the restoration of the Empire which had been http://amekhmer.free.fr 2001-2005
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